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Source: Windows Central Best Gaming Laptops Windows Central 2020 The Razer Blade 15 has the right combination of power, style and screen to make it our best selection for the best gaming laptops on the market today. Available in Base and Advanced models depending on the performance you are looking to achieve, anyone with the budget should be able to find a Blade 15 that suits their needs. If
the Blade isn't quite what you're looking for, there are plenty of other best game laptops available, which we've picked up here. Source: Windows Central With up to a graphics card NVIDIA RTX 2080 Super Max-Q (GPU), 10th Gen Intel Core i7-10875H eight-core processor (CPU), 16GB dual channel DDR4-2933MHz RAM, and a solid state drive 1TB M.2 PCIe (SSD), you will have no problem getting a
fantastic gaming experience of the Razer Blade 15. The best hardware options on offer here will satisfy the demanding players who strive to play all modern games at a smooth frame rate. Razer also tries to attract the professional crowd with an NVIDIA Quadro RTX 5000 GPU option. Along with a 4K OLED screen with 100% DCI-P3 and HDR400 color playback, design and development fields must find
that the laptop has the performance and screen to handle specialized work. The Blade 15 also looks much cooler than strictly professional laptops in today's market. For the Base model, there is a 1920x1080 (FHD) resolution screen available at an upgrade speed of 144Hz, as well as oled 4K non-touch. If you opt for lower performance hardware , such as a GPU NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti, for example, the FHD
screen makes a lot more sense. The GPU will have a much easier time pushing high frame rates to 1080p, while it will fight seriously at 4K. If you are looking to play modern titles, it is recommended that you stay with FHD until you enter the NVIDIA RTX 2070 Super Max-Q GPU territory or better. Source: Razer At this point, you are in advanced model territory, which has an FHD display option on the
OLED 300Hz or 4K touchscreen. Prices go up significantly with advanced models, and certainly most people will find that the base model still has enough to satisfy. A 144Hz upgrade speed is nothing to balk, and the touch function added to a 4K screen you get with the Advanced model is certainly not necessary. Wi-Fi 6 connectivity is included for high performance wireless networks, and Bluetooth 5.1 is
included to connect wireless peripherals. Despite the thin size (0.70 inches on the Advanced model and 0.78 inches on the Base model), the Blade 15 clings to a decent port selection. Get three USB-A 3.2, USB-C 3.2, HDMI 2.0, Thunderbolt 3 and Ethernet on the Base model. The Advanced model is a little different (and more creative and professional oriented) thanks to a UHS-III SD card reader, HDMI
2.0, three USB-A 3.2, 3.2 and HDMI 2.0. Source: Razer Keyboard RGB doesn't have a great key trip, but it can be customized for an additional style. The Base model has RGB in a single area (i.e. you can't customize different parts of the keyboard), while advanced models offer RGB lighting per key for much deeper customization. And the laptop has a huge precision touchpad for use when you don't have
an external game mouse connected. Finally, the battery size differs between the two models. The Base option has a smaller hardware, so it relies on a 65Wh battery, while beefier hardware from the Advanced model is removed from a larger 80Wh battery. Battery life, regardless of battery size, will still be poor, so don't expect your laptop to work in the morning and last a full day without the need for a
charge. Magnificent 4K and FHD Crazy Game Display Options Slim Game Performance, Add-on Build Decent Port Selection Huge Precision Touchpad Very Expensive Keyboard is lackluster The latest Ultrabook game If you're looking for the best combination of style, design, and performance, the Razer Blade 15 is your best bet. Source: Daniel Rubino/ Windows Central AMD eight-core Ryzen 9 4900HS
is a direct competitor to Intel's Core i9 CPU, and from what we've seen is a total game changer. It is available on the 14-inch ASUS ROG Zephyrus G14, an original stylish gaming laptop. It weighs in at 3.52lbs (1.6kg), making it relatively portable, and at 14 inches, it's an excellent choice for anyone who feels 15 inches is just a little too bulky. It has a comfortable keyboard and a touchpad of considerable
precision, although it should be noted that some might find the interior aesthetic to be a little too edgy. It's a kind of modern minimalist trend dollar, although some people will love the look. And once he starts playing, he won't mind. Source: Daniel Rubino/Windows Central The AMD Ryzen 9 4900HS has eight cores, 16 wires and a boost clock of up to 4.3GHz, but has a TDP of just 35W. It exceeds intel
core i9-9980HK Geekbench 5 scores, which is pretty impressive. Pairing this killer CPU with a NVIDIA RTX 2060 Max-Q GPU, 16GB of DDR4-3200MHz RAM, and a PCIe SSD 1TB M.2 creates a powerful combination, all for a great price. The 14-inch screen has a resolution of 1920x1080 (FHD), 120Hz upgrade speed and IPS panel. These are good mid-range specifications, and the performance hardware
will have no trouble keeping up with the upgrade speed. And if you need a bigger screen, you can always connect to an external monitor with HDMI. There are also two USB-C 3.2, two USB-A 3.2 and a 3.5 mm audio connector. Source: Windows Central There is no Ethernet port, but a Wi-Fi 6 chip is included for fast and reliable wireless internet. Judging by the price, you might think this laptop has no
additional features. However, it has a fingerprint reader for Windows Hello, solid audio from dual 2W speakers, and ErgoLift design that the chassis of a desktop when used, providing better ventilation. If you like AMD and want a 14-inch gaming laptop, the ASUS ROG Zephyrus G14 will get you out. Battery life is solid, performance is and the price is hard to beat, considering everything you're getting here.
AMD Ryzen 9 is amazing Wi-Fi 6 and a lot of thin and lightweight 14-inch ports fingerprint reader for Windows Hello Competitive Price It gets quite hot You might prefer full screen 15-inch AMD Ryzen 9 is a game changer If you're on red equipment and want a new gaming laptop, the ASUS ROG Zephyrus G14 should be at the top of your list. Source: HP HP programming on OMEN 15 gaming laptops was
updated in the mid-2020s with a new look and some interesting new features. Laptops look much more modern with dual hinges and discreet lines, and OMEN has a new diamond logo. Thermal efficiency is optimized thanks to an IR thermopsy sensor and up to a 12V fan with larger ventilation openings. That's a good thing since this laptop has inside up to an Intel Core i7-10750H or AMD Ryzen 7 4800H
CPU. The Intel model has up to a NVIDIA RTX 2060 GPU for the best performance, while the AMD model has up to an NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti. Yes, there are Intel AMD and CPU options offered here to help serve as many players as possible. If you don't need the high-end chips, there are also core i5-10300H and Ryzen 5 4600H CPUs available at a more affordable price. Up to 16GB of DDR4-3200MHz
RAM can be added to AMD laptops, while up to 32GB of RAM is available on Intel models. Both laptops can be configured with up to 1TB of M.2 PCIe storage. Source: HP display options differ depending on the CPU you choose. THE AMD models come with a 15.6-inch FHD display at an upgrade speed of 144Hz and 300-night brightness. These are decent specifications, especially along with the GPU
RTX 2060. Intel models have an FHD screen available with an upgrade speed of up to 300Hz. Although there is also a 144Hz model, the higher upgrade speed makes more sense when paired with a GPU NVIDIA RTX 2060. All models have Wi-Fi 6 wireless connectivity, and all models also have an Ethernet RJ45 port for reliable cable connection. AMD models otherwise have an SD card reader, USB-C,
three USB-A, 3.5mm audio, Mini DisplayPort and HDMI. Intel models have an SD card reader, Thunderbolt 3, three USB-A, 3.5mm audio, Mini DisplayPort and HDMI. The battery size is the same in all models, and the lifespan will ultimately depend on the type of performance hardware you choose in the box. AMD and Intel hardware available Competitive price Up to a 300Hz NVIDIA RTX FHD display
Options gpu New modern design You can still find cheaper options You can find best-performing models Redesigned for 2020 Available with AMD or Intel hardware, the new HP OMEN 15 should appeal to many looking for solid value. Source: Dell Dell's refreshed M15 R3 alienware comes to you with a bold and mature look that is undeniably aggressive, and can be taken in the Dark Side of the Moon or
Lunar Light colors for the magnesium alloy body. If you want your laptop to stand out at the next LAN party, the m15 R3 is certainly a top option. The chassis measures 0.77 inches in its point, and is equipped with ports, including RJ45 Ethernet, three USB-A 3.1, Thunderbolt 3, HDMI 2.0, Mini DisplayPort, Alienware graphics amplifier port and 3.5 mm audio. Basic models start at approximately 4.65lbs
(2.11kg) and go up to about 5.5lbs (2.5kg), putting it in line with most other gaming laptops out there. The comfortable keyboard has customizable RGB lighting per key to get the look you want, and the large precision touchpad is useful when you don't have an external mouse attached. Killer Wi-Fi 6 AX1650 is included in all models for fast wireless speeds. Source: Dell performance hardware hits the upper
limits of what's available on modern gaming laptops, so this is another solid option if you want the best and have the budget to back it up. Add to a 10th Gen Intel Core i9-10980HK CPU with eight cores and clock speed up to 5.3GHz, 32GB of DDR4-2666MHz RAM, dual 2TB M.2 PCIe SSDs combined with another 512GB M.2 PCIe SSD, and a NVIDIA RTX 2080 Super Max-Q GPU. High-end models are
incredibly expensive and are reserved only for tougher players, while basic models are much better suited to casual players. Display options are also varied. Basic models start with a 15.6-inch FHD display with an upgrade speed of 144Hz and can be updated to include G-Sync for fewer screen tears. Going up, there is an FHD option with an update speed of 300Hz and a 100% sRGB color playback. This is
best reserved for high-end performance hardware to get the most out of the high upgrade speed. Finally, there is a 4K OLED display option with a 60Hz update speed, 1 ms response time and solid coverage of the DCI-P3 color range. FHD display options certainly make more sense to most players, and are better paired with most of the hardware on offer. However, those who prefer the highest resolution
and deep color of OLED should pair the 4K screen with something like an NVIDIA RTX 2070 Super Max-Q or better. Crazy performance options Multiple screens to choose from, including 4K OLED For Key RGB Thin Keyboard Lighting, aggressive design Plenty of ports Prices quickly go up Design might be a little too eye-catching for some recognizable style The Alienware m15 R3 has an aggressive style
that many people will love, and has secure hardware and display options to please players. Source: Windows Central Lenovo's refreshed mid-range Legion 5 lineup is a great way for more casual players to get their hands on a quality laptop without overspendiging. Legion 5 15 AMD models come at great value, but the Legion 5i 15 (the i denoting Intel) has better hardware options. about $1,100, you can
get a 10th Intel Core i7-10750H CPU with six cores and a clock speed up to 5.0GHz, 512GB M.2 PCIe SSD, and 8GB of DDR4 RAM that is improved user after purchase. Most importantly, this configuration also includes a GPU NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti with 6GB of VRAM. Source: Windows Central combined with a 15.6-inch FHD display with a 60Hz upgrade speed, you'll max out FPS with most Titles. It's not
the best screen compared to our other best game laptop selections, but you can always connect to an external game monitor thanks to solid port selection. If you're willing to spend a few hundred dollars more, you can upgrade to a 240Hz display with Dolby Vision and 500 nits glitter, as well as an NVIDIA RTX 2060 GPU with 6GB of VRAM. All Legion 5i models have four USB-A 3.1, USB-C 3.1, HDMI 2.0,
Ethernet, and a 3.5mm audio connector. If you're not interested in connecting to an Ethernet cable, Wi-Fi 6 is also included for wireless speeds. As long as you have a compatible Wi-Fi 6 router, you'll see a massive improvement over Wi-Fi 5. The precision touchpad does a good job when you're not using a game mouse, and the keyboard has a comfortable 1.5mm key ride and a white light. This is an
excellent laptop for those who are not interested in ultra-performance. The design is modern, works cool, and is available at a great price. Great price for performance Modern build and design Runs cool Comfortable keyboard Plenty of ports Display is relatively overwhelming Performance won't match more expensive models Modern mid-range gaming laptop Won't match high-end options in terms of
performance, but has some respectable features and power. Source: MSI A 17.3-inch gaming laptop adds a couple of precious inches to the screen for those who like a bigger picture, but the larger size means bulk. At least that's the norm if you're not looking at something like MSI's GS75 Stealth. It measures just 0.79 inches (20.25mm) thin and weighs in at approximately 5.29lbs (2.4kg). These are
specifications normally reserved for a 15-inch gaming laptop. The black chassis has gold hinge caps for a nice accent, and the SteelSeries keyboard has a fully customizable RGB lighting so you can add your own style. Despite the thinness of the chassis, there is a wide selection of ports, including Thunderbolt 3, USB-C 3.2, three USB-A 3.2, RJ45 Ethernet, a microSD card reader and HDMI. You can
connect an Ethernet cable, but there is also Killer Wi-Fi 6 for fast wireless internet. Source: MSI There are plenty of configuration options available, rangeing from mid-range superior performance to high-end power. Add a 10th Gen Intel Core i7-10750H CPU or Core i9-10980HK, up to 64GB of DDR4-3200 RAM, and up to a PCIe SSD 1TB M.2. For a GPU, start with an NVIDIA RTX 2060 and work up to a
NVIDIA RTX 2080 Super Max-Q GPU based on your budget and the amount of performance you need. An IR camera adds secure login through Windows Hello, and 2W dual speakers do a decent job of pumping audio when you're not using headphones. For the 17.3-inch IPS screen, choose from with an upgrade speed of 240Hz or 300Hz and 3ms response time. These are high-end specifications for a
screen, although it would be nice to have the 4K option. If you prefer not to connect to an external game monitor and still want to enjoy a bigger picture, a 17-inch gaming laptop the SIgil MSI GS75 is a great option. It doesn't tackle a ton of bulk and weight, and has the power to offer a high-end gaming experience. Relatively thin and lightweight high-end performance hardware 17-inch chassis display options
FHD with 240Hz, 300Hz upgrade speed Decent port selection Customizable keyboard RGB Quite expensive No 4K display option Large laptop that is not a dead weight A lot of 17-inch portable game pack in bulk, but not the MSI GS75 Stealth. Source: Steel Because of the high-end hardware inside gaming laptops, most come well above what most people are willing to pay for a single piece of technology.
If you are a player who enjoys casual and indie games and doesn't need something that will run AAA games in ultra settings, the Acer Nitro 5 (AN515-55) is certainly very attractive. Despite the bargain price, the 15.6-inch IPS display has a soft upgrade speed of 144Hz with FHD resolution. Combined with this level of performance hardware, it's a great match. Get a 10th Gen Intel Core i5-10300H CPU with
four cores, 16GB of dual channel DDR4 RAM, a 512GB SSD and an NVIDIA GTX 1650 Ti GPU with 4GB of GDDR6 VRAM. For a little less money, a Best Buy model is available with 10th Gen Intel Core i5 CPU, 8GB of RAM, 256GB SSD and NVIDIA GTX 1650 GPU. It has a 60Hz upgrade speed for the screen, however, which helps reduce the price. Source: Steel The chassis weighs in at 5.07lbs (2.3kg)
and measures 0.94 inches (23.9mm) thin, allowing lots of space for ports. There are HDMI, USB-C 3.2, three USB-A audio 3.2, 3.5mm and Ethernet for a reliable cable connection. However, if you're playing wi-fi, a Wi-Fi 6 chip is included for faster speeds. Bluetooth 5.0 is included to connect wireless accessories. The keyboard complete with a numeric keyboard has a red backlight to match the Nitro
theme, and the touchpad uses precision controllers for a satisfactory writing experience when an external mouse is not used. In total, this laptop won't check as many boxes as the expensive high-end machines we've listed here. However, it will save you a ton of money and will still offer a satisfying gaming experience for many people. Great Price Solid Mid-Range Decent Port Selection Display with high
upgrade speed Not as powerful or premium as high-end options Some flaws but a great price If you are a casual PC player who wants to stay mobile, the Acer Nitro 5 is a cheap way to get your hands on 1080p performance. When it comes to buying one of the best gaming laptops - as with buying almost any laptop - there is much more involved than finding the best deal and pulling the trigger. Laptop
manufacturers can easily inflate smart voice hardware skills, and it might not be up to them Get the laptop home and try to load your favorite game that finds it lacking in certain vital areas. For example, no gaming laptop will deliver excellent battery life when you are actually using it for games. The razer blade 15 is top pick for a gaming laptop in 2020. That's why we've assembled this collection of laptops
that range from the top of the high-end spectrum to options that are much more affordable and will still satisfy casual players. We've tried a lot of these laptops ourselves, and each has a good mix of looks and performance that match the asking price. No matter at what level you play or how much you should spend, you should be able to find something suitable in this collection. However, there is a gaming
laptop that continues to impress us year after year. Source: Windows Central The Razer Blade 15 is an impressive piece of engineering, and is our best selection for a gaming laptop. There are many configuration options for CPU, RAM, storage and GPU, with up to an NVIDIA RTX 2080 Super Max-Q for extreme performance. You can enjoy any modern game with a soft frame rate, best made by multiple
15.6-inch screen options that go from FHD with an upgrade speed of 144Hz to a 4K OLED touch with a perfect DCI-P3 color reproduction for an impressive image. Generous port selection, including Mini DisplayPort 1.4, HDMI 2.0, Thunderbolt 3, Ethernet and three USB-A 3.2 depending on whether you go with advanced base or model, allow you to connect external monitors and accessories, and the larger
80Wh battery gives you hours of playtime before you need to connect it. The keyboard holds it only short of being perfect. If you like something with lots of key trips, you may want to opt for one of the other options in the summary. However, the rest of the laptop is practically perfect, and you will love what you can do for yourself. Credits — The team that has worked on this guide Cale Hunt is a staff writer
at Windows Central. He focuses mainly on PC, laptop and accessories coverage, as well as in the emerging world of VR. He is an avid PC player and cross-platform user and spends most of his time either playing or writing about technology. It has been covering Microsoft since 2009 again when this site was called WMExperts (and later Windows Phone Central). His interests include Windows, Surface,
HoloLens, Xbox, and future computer informed visions. Follow him on Twitter: @daniel_rubino. @daniel_rubino.
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